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To: Garry Arseneault
I believe and hope that the PUD a publicly owed energy company first responsible is the health
and safety of its people and environment.
Research from sources that aren't compromised with bias or in alliance to energy companies or
government agencies have proven that biology is adversely effective when exposed to RF
Radiation microwave frequency.
Dr Samuel Milham
was one of the first scientist who alerted the world , linking electromagnetic pollution to human
disease. He is the author of the books Dirty Electricity & Electrified the Disease of our
civilizations.
Even the American Cancer Society states that RF Radiation Microwave frequency in Smart
Meters has enough to move atoms in molecules or cause them to vibrate. The Agency for
Research on Cancer ARC classifies RF Radiation as a possible carcinogenic to humans and goes
on to say it is possible that smart meters could increase cancer risk!
In America we see a lot of misinformation about the safety of RF Radiation coming from
corporation that benefit financially from Smart Meters. Just as we saw the Tobacco Industry
hide it's research on the harmful effects of Tobacco.
Almost everywhere Smart Meters have been deployed a percentage of the population begins to
experience symptoms, such as tinnitus, headaches , sleepless, fatigue, heart palpitations, nose
bleeds & pacemaker malfunction. These people our the Canaries in the the coal mines.
In Sweden where Electro Sensitivity is officially recognized doctors there claim this is what
happens when people are constantly exposed to RF Radiation that Smart Meters emit.
Companies like PG&E state that Smart Meters emission are below the supposed safe levels.
However they fail to tell you the FCC guidelines our obsolete and do not cover long term low
level exposure from RF Radiation..
Doctors interview in the documentary "Take Back Your Power"took blood tests and linked
Smart Meter exposure to chronic inflammation which could lead to serious diseases!
Health issues aren't the only disbursing by products of Smart Meters. there has been many
Smart Meters that exploded and or caught on fire. Some insurance companies won't cover the
damage. Is the PUD going to take on those Liabilities?
Is the PUD going to guarantee that these devices won't be used to collect personal data that
could be shared with anyone including governmental agencies?
In today's environment with water and air pollution, contaminated foods, stress from to much
EMF cell phones computers is it really in the best interest for the public to place another stress
on our biology and environment?
This technology isn't Smart it's Dumb.
If the commissioners decide to implement
These Dumb Meters are our they going to be financially and emotionally accountable for any
damage or harm created by their decision?
I hope you fully move into your heart before making such a important decision!
Robyn Casal
grandmaskywalker@yahoo.com

